
On D. Peterson's omparison formulafor Gromov-Witten invariants of G=PChristopher T. WoodwardAbstrat. We prove a formula of Dale Peterson omparing Gromov-Witten(GW) invariants of G=P to those ofG=B using anonial redutions of bundles.An unpublished formula of Dale Peterson desribes how 3-point, genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants of G=P ompare with those of G=B. Our purpose in this noteis to desribe an explanation, and in partiular a proof, of this formula using ideasfrom moduli of prinipal bundles over urves. The quantum produt with respetto the Shubert basis in G=B an be omputed either reursively using Peterson'squantum Chevalley formula, proved in [7℄, or using polynomial representatives forthe Shubert lasses in the Givental-Kim presentation of the small quantum oho-mology [5℄, [13℄. Together these results give a pratiable method for omputingthe small quantum ohomology in the Shubert basis for arbitrary G=P , althoughthere are muh more e�etive methods in many speial ases [2, 3, 4, 12, 11, 15℄.The idea of the proof is the following. Given a morphism ' of P1 to a partialag variety X of a ertain degree d, we an pull bak the tautologial bundlesover X . Giving a lift '0 of degree d0 of ' to a partial ag variety X 0 dominatingX is equivalent to giving �ltrations of the pull-bak of the tautologial bundles,by sub-bundles of ranks and degrees determined by the data X 0; d0. It turns outthat for general ' one an determine the degree d0 of the lift orresponding to theHarder-Narasimhan �ltration. This produes a birational equivalene between thespae of morphisms Homd(P1; X) of degree d to X , and the spae of morphisms ofdegree d0 to X 0. Playing a similar game with the Jordan-H�older �ltration relatesthis moduli spae to a moduli spae of morphisms of P1 to the full ag variety. Theidea for arbitrary G=P is the same but uses the paraboli redutions of Atiyah-Bottand Ramanathan for prinipal bundles over urves, whih generalize the Harder-Narasimhan and Jordan-H�older �ltrations for vetor bundles.We adopt the notation of our joint paper with W. Fulton [7℄. In partiular, G isa onneted, simply onneted, semisimple omplex Lie group with Borel subgroupB, opposite Borel subgroup B , maximal torus T , and Weyl group W . Let wo bethe longest element of W . Let P be a standard paraboli subgroup, orrespondingto a subset �P of the simple roots. Let R+P denote the set of roots that are1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 14L30,14L24,05E.Key words and phrases. quantum ohomology, Gromov-Witten invariants, Shubert alulus.This researh was partially supported by NSF grants DMS9971357 and DMS0093647.1



2 CHRISTOPHER T. WOODWARDombinations of elements of �P . For any u 2 W=WP , the opposite Shubertvariety is Y (u) = B uP=P : Its lass in the integral ohomology ring H�(G=P )is denoted by �u. The dual ohomology lass is �u := �wou. Let n � 3 be aninteger, p1; : : : ; pn 2 P1 distint points, and g1; : : : ; gn 2 G general elements. Forany u1; : : : ; un 2 W=WP , de�neh�u1 ; : : : ; �unid = #f' : P1 ! G=P; deg(') = d; '(pi) 2 giY (ui) for i = 1; : : : ; ngif this number is �nite, and zero otherwise. These invariants may also be de�ned aspairings in the Kontsevih-Manin moduli spaeM0;n(G=P; d) of degree d n-pointedgenus 0 stable maps. Namely, letf : M0;n(G=P; d)!M0;n; ei :M0;n(G=P; d)! G=Pdenote the forgetful morphism to the moduli spae of stable n-pointed genus 0urves, resp. the i-th evaluation map. Then h�u1 ; : : : ; �unid is the oeÆient of thepoint lass in f�(e�1�u1 � : : : � e�n�un).De�ne a deformation of the ohomology ring of G=P as follows. Let s1; : : : ; srbe the simple reetions in W not in WP . The lasses �[s1℄; : : : ; �[sr ℄ form abasis for Hdim(G=P )�2(G=P ) whih we identify with H2(G=P ). For any degreed = Pri=1 di �[si℄ set qd = qd11 � : : : � qdrr in Z[q℄ := Z[q1; : : : ; qr℄. The quantummultipliation formula�u1 ? : : : ? �un�1 =Xd qdXun h�u1 ; : : : ; �unid�unde�nes an assoiative, ommutative, Z[q℄-linear produt onQH�(G=P ) = H�(G=P )
ZZ[q℄the small quantum ohomology ring of G=P . We all the struture oeÆientsh�u1 ; : : : ; �unid the small GW-invariants of G=P . These invariants should not beonfused with the n-point GW-invariants of G=P that play a role in the largequantum ohomology and are less well understood.Atually it is somewhat misleading to all the ring QH�(G=P ) ohomology,sine it is not funtorial: A morphism h : X ! X 0 does not indue a morphismQH�(X 0) ! QH�(X) unless h is an isomorphism. In partiular, the projetionG=B ! G=P does not indue a morphism QH�(G=P ) ! QH�(G=B). Peterson'somparison formula (1) below �lls this gap: it expresses the degree dP invariantsof G=P in terms of degree dB invariants for G=B. Unfortunately the de�nition ofdB , whih follows, is not very expliit. Let�P=B : G=B ! G=Pbe the projetion. For any weight �, let L(�) denote the orresponding line bundleover G=B and 1(L(�)) 2 H2(G=B) its �rst Chern lass. We denote by ( ; ) thepairing of homology and ohomology.Lemma/Definition 1. For any dP 2 H2(G=P ), there exists a unique dB 2H2(G=B) suh that (�P=B)�dB = dP and(dB ; 1(L(�)) 2 f0; 1g; 8� 2 R+P :Furthermore, if HomdP (P1; G=P ) is non-empty then so is HomdB (P1; G=B).



COMPARISON FORMULA FOR GROMOV-WITTEN INVARIANTS 3Proof. Denote by ��B the isomorphism from H2(G=B) to the weight lattie��B : H2(G=B)! ��; 1(L(�)) 7! �and by �B the dual isomorphism �B : �! H2(G=B). For any paraboli subgroupP � G we have similar isomorphisms��P : H2(G=P )! (��)WP ; �P : �P ! H2(G=P )where �P := ((��)WP )�: Let rP : � �= ��� ! �P denote the map given byrestrition. Let �P denote the oweight lattie for the semi-simple part of the Levifator of P , and W a�P =WP n �P the aÆne Weyl group for P . The inverse imager�1P (�P ) is invariant under the ation of W a�P , andAP = f� 2 �
ZQ; 0 � �(�) � 1; 8� 2 R+P gis a fundamental domain for the ation of W a�P ; see e.g. [9, p. 90℄. So there is alift �B of �P in AP . Let dB = �B(�B).It follows from e.g. the disussion in [6℄ that HomdP (P1; G=P ) is non-emptyif and only if dP is a non-negative ombination of the lasses �[si℄ for �i 2 R+P .Suppose that the latter holds. By e.g. loalization [7, Lemma 2.1℄, �si = �B(�hi),where hi is the oroot of �i. Write �B = 1h1 + : : : nhn. We assume without lossof generality that the only positive oeÆients are 1; 2; : : : ; k, for some k � n.Let � denote the highest root for the paraboli subgroup de�ned by this subset.Then (�; hj) � 0 for j � k and (�; hj) � 0 for j > k. Hene (�B ; �) � 2. Wehave i = (�B ; !i) = (�P ; !i) � 0 for �i =2 �P , where !i is the orrespondingfundamental weight. Therefore the simple roots �1; : : : ; �k are in �P and � 2R+P whih ontradits the de�nition of �B . This shows that �B is a non-positiveombination of the simple oroots, so dB is a non-negative ombination of thelasses �si , so HomdB (P1; G=B) is non-empty. �In some ases one an �nd simple formulas for dB :Example 1. Suppose G = SL(3), P = P!1 . Then G=P = P2 and H2(G=P ) �=Z, with generator �[s1℄ = [P1℄. Let h1; h2 2 � denote the simple oroots. Givena degree dP = d1�[s1℄, we have �P = �d1rP (h1). The lifts of �P are of the form�B = �d1h1 � d2h2. To �nd dB , we solve for d2 so that(�2; �B) = d1 � 2d2 2 f0; 1g:The solution is d2 = d1=2, if d1 is even, and d2 = (d1 � 1)=2, if d1 is odd.De�ne P 0 to be the paraboli subgroup of G so that �P 0 = f� 2 �P ; �(�B) =0g. Let dP 0 denote the image of dB under the projetion H2(G=B) ! H2(G=P 0)and �P 0 = ��1P 0 (dP 0). Let wP 0 denote the longest element of the Weyl group WP 0 .For any u 2W=WP , let ~u 2W denote its minimal length lift.Theorem 2 (Peterson's Comparison Formula). Let u1; : : : ; un 2 W=WP . Forany degree dP 2 H2(G=P ) we have for the degree dB de�ned by Lemma 1,(1) h�u1 ; : : : ; �unidP = h�~u1 ; : : : ; �~un�1 ; �~unwP 0 idB :Example 2. Let G=P = SL(3)=P!1 = P2 and dP = �[s1℄ be the generator ofH2(P2). Then �[s1℄ is the ohomology lass of a line and �[s2s1℄ is the lass of apoint. Sine there is a unique line passing through a line and two points in gen-eral position in P2, h�[s1℄; �[s2s1℄; �[s2s1℄idP = 1: The lift dB = �s1 in H2(G=B),



4 CHRISTOPHER T. WOODWARDby Example 1. Hene P 0 = B and wP 0 = e is the identity in W . One anhek that h�s1 ; �s2s1 ; �s2s1idB = 1 using the Peterson's quantum Chevalley for-mula [7℄, or expliitly as follows: The intersetion e�11 (Y (s2s1))\e�12 (woY (s2s1)) �M0;3(G=B; dB) is proper, and maps isomorphially under e3 onto s1Y (s1s2). Thelatter meets Y (s1) properly at x(s2s1) 2 G=P , whih implies that the GW-invariantis 1. Here x(s2s1) denotes the T -�xed point orresponding to s2s1 2W .We prove Theorem 2 at the end of the paper using Theorem 3 below. Reallthat the set HomdP (P1; G=P ) of degree dP morphisms P1 ! G=P has the strutureof a smooth, quasi-projetive variety. Denote by �P 0=B ; �P=P 0 the projetions(2) �P 0=B : G=B ! G=P 0; �P=P 0 : G=P 0 ! G=P:We denote by HomdP 0 (G=P 0)�G=P 0G=B the �ber produt overG=P 0 via evaluationat 0 and �P 0=B .Theorem 3. The morphism(3) HomdB (G=B)! HomdP 0 (G=P 0)�G=P 0 G=B; ' 7! (�P 0=B Æ '; '(0))is an open, dense immersion. The morphism(4) HomdP 0 (G=P 0)! HomdP (G=P ); ' 7! �P=P 0 Æ 'is birational.Theorems 2 and 3 were both stated in [14℄ without proof. We will prove themusing basi fats on semistability of prinipal bundles over urves. Reall that avetor bundle E ! X over a urve C is semistable if every sub-bundle E0 � Ehas slope �(E0) = deg(E0)= rank(E0) at most the slope �(E) of E. If E is notsemistable, there is a unique sub-bundle E0 of maximal slope that is maximal rankamong sub-bundles of slope �(E0). Applying this fat indutively leads to theHarder-Narasimhan �ltration, whih is the unique �ltration with the given degreesand ranks.In order to make what follows more readable, we will �rst prove the theorem fora simple example. Consider the ase that G = SL(3), P = P!1 , and �P = rP (h1)so that dP is the degree of a line in G=P = P2. Over P2 we have the quotient vetorbundle Q and the tautologial bundle R, of ranks 2, 1 respetively, given byR[z℄ = [z℄; Q[z℄ = C 3=[z℄; [z℄ 2 P2:Any morphism 'P : P1 ! P2 of degree dP maps P1 isomorphially onto a line inP2. A theorem of Grothendiek states that any vetor bundle splits over P1; in thisexample '�PQ �= O(1)�O(0); '�PR �= O(�1): One way of seeing this is to note thatQ 
 R�1 is the tangent bundle TP2 of P2; the pull-bak '�TP2 is the sum of thetangent bundle TP1 �= O(2) to P1 and the normal bundle NP1 �= O(1). It followsthat the Harder-Narasimhan �ltration of '�PQ is has a single non-trivial term givenby the line bundle S isomorphi to O(1): The hoie of a line sub-bundle of Q de�nesa lift 'B : P1 ! G=B = Flag(C 3 ) of 'P as follows. Let �[w℄ : C 3 ! C 3='P ([w℄)denote the projetion. De�ne'B([w℄) = �'�PR[w℄ � ��1[w℄S[w℄� :A little yoga with the de�nition of degree shows that the element �B = ��1B (deg('B))satis�es (�B ; !1) = 1('�PR) = �1; (�B ; !2) = 1('�PR� S) = 0



COMPARISON FORMULA FOR GROMOV-WITTEN INVARIANTS 5whih implies �B = �h1. The fat that the Harder-Narasimhan �ltration is theunique �ltration with given degrees implies that 'B is the unique lift of 'P ofdegree dB = �B(�B). Sine this is true for any map 'B : P1 ! P2 of degree dP ,the mapHom(P1;Flag(C 3 ))dB ! Hom(P1;P2)dP ; 'B 7! 'P := �P=B Æ 'Bis a bijetion. Sine both varieties are smooth it is an isomorphism; this is a speialase of Theorem 3. In this example, P 0 = B, so (3) is a tautology. In general, theproof of (3) involves the Jordan-H�older �ltration, as we explain below.In order to prove Theorem 3 in general, we need some terminology for prinipalG-bundles over a variety X . First, a prinipal G-bundle E ! X is a right G-varietyover X that is loally trivial; in our situation we may assume loal triviality in theZariski topology. For any prinipal G-bundle E ! X and morphism ' : X 0 ! X ,we denote by '�E the pull-bak bundle. For any left G-variety F we denote theassoiated �ber bundle by E(F ). Let G0 � G be a subgroup. A redution of E to G0is a setion � of the �ber bundle E(G=G0). A speial role is played by redutionsto maximal paraboli subgroups P � G. In the ase G = GL(V ), the maximalparaboli subgroups are the stabilizers of subspaes V 0 � V . A paraboli redution� : X ! E(G=P ) is equivalent to a sub-bundle of the assoiated vetor bundleE(V ) with �ber V 0.Semistability of prinipal G-bundles is de�ned as follows. For any standardmaximal paraboli P , let !P be the fundamental weight suh that �P is the set ofsimple roots vanishing on !P . A prinipal G-bundle E ! X is alled semistable ifand only if for any redution � : C ! E=P to a standard maximal paraboli P ,the degree of the assoiated line bundle ��E(!P ) is non-positive. For G = SL(n),semistability of E is equivalent to semistability of the assoiated vetor bundle (seeRamanathan [16℄ or Atiyah-Bott [1, Setion 10℄). For any G, semistability of Eis equivalent to semistability of the vetor bundle E(g) assoiated to the adjointrepresentation g. If E is not semistable, there is a anonial Atiyah-Bott paraboliredution �E : C ! E=PE , where the paraboli subgroup PE has Lie algebra pEisomorphi to the �ber of the degree-zero term E(g)0 in the Harder-Narasimhan�ltration of E(g). The anonial redution has a uniqueness property generalizingthat of the Harder-Narasimhan �ltration: For any redution � : X ! E=P , de�nethe slope � of � to be the homomorphism from haraters � of P to Z given bymapping � to the degree of the assoiated line bundle ��EE(�).Proposition 4. (see e.g. [17, pp.11-12℄) �E is the unique redution of E toPE with slope �E .If a degree 0 vetor bundle E ! C is semistable, there is a Jordan-H�older �ltra-tion on E haraterized by the property that the assoiated graded bundle Gr(E) issemistable, and the �ltration is maximal among �ltrations of this type. The Jordan-H�older �ltration is not unique; however, Gr(E) is unique up to isomorphism. Theorresponding notion for prinipal bundles was introdued by Ramanathan [16℄:A redution � : C ! E=P is alled admissible if � has slope 0. Let L denotethe standard Levi subgroup of P and �L : P ! L and �L : L ! G denote thehomomorphisms given by projetion and inlusion respetively.Proposition 5. [16, 3.5.11℄ Let � : C ! E=P be an admissible redution ofE. (�L)�(�L)���E is semistable if and only if E is semistable.



6 CHRISTOPHER T. WOODWARDIf � is admissible and (�L)���E is stable, all � a Ramanathan redution. By[16, Proposition 3.12℄, Ramanathan redutions exist for any bundle E . De�ne anequivalene relation on prinipal G-bundles by E � (�L)�(�L)���E(G), where �is a Ramanathan redution. Ramanathan [16℄ onstruts a oarse moduli spaefor equivalene lasses of semistable prinipal bundles. In genus zero, the mod-uli problem is trivial, for the following reason whih is an easy onsequene ofGrothendiek's theorem that any prinipal G-bundle over P1 admits a redution toT [8℄:Theorem 6. Any semistable prinipal G-bundle E ! P1 is trivial: E �= P1�G.These results have straightforward generalizations to the ase that G is redutive.We apply these results to pull-baks of bundles on G=P . Let 'P : X ! G=P bea morphism and EP the prinipal P -bundle G! G=P . For any paraboli subgroupP 0 � P , lifts 'P 0 : X ! G=P 0 of 'P : X ! G=P are in one-to-one orrespondenewith redutions �P 0 : X ! '�P EP (P=P 0).Our goal is to prove Theorem 3 by thinking of it as a statement about redutionsof bundles. Let P = LU and P 0 = L0U 0 denote the standard Levi deompositions.We study the semistability of the prinipal L-bundle (�L)�'�P EP .Lemma 7. Suppose there exists a lift 'B : P1 ! G=B of 'P of degree dB. Thenthe Atiyah-Bott anonial redution of (�L)�'�P EP orresponds to the lift 'P 0 =�P 0=B Æ 'B .Proof. Let B at on L via �L. Beause of the isomorphisms'�P EP (P=P 0)! '�BEB(P=P 0)! '�BEB(L=L \ P 0);the map 'P 0 de�nes a redution of '�BEB(L) to L\P 0. The �ltration l\u0 � l\p0 � lis B-stable. We laim that(5) '�BEB(l \ u0) � '�BEB(l \ p0) � '�BEB(l)is the Harder-Narasimhan �ltration of '�BEB(l). We have deg'�BEB(l�) = (�B ; �):Using the de�nition of the Peterson lift, if � is a positive (resp. negative) rootof l that is not a root of l0 then (�B ; �) = 1 resp. �1; otherwise (�B ; �) = 0.It follows that the Harder-Narasimhan �ltration is (5), and has slope-zero term'�BEB(l \ p0). �Corollary 8. Suppose that 'P lifts to a map 'B : P1 ! G=B of degree dB.Then the omposition 'P 0 of 'B with the projetion to G=P 0 is the unique lift of'P to G=P 0 of degree dP 0 .Proof. By Lemma 7 and Proposition 4. �We now onsider the omparison between G=P 0 and G=B. Let 'P 0 : P1 !G=P 0 be a morphism of degree dP 0 . Let L0 � P 0 be the standard Levi subgroup ofP 0, Z(L0) its enter, and L0ss = L0=Z(L0). Let �L0ss : P 0 ! L0ss denote the projetion,and B0ss the image of B\L0 under �L0ss . Sine both the standard unipotent subgroupU 0 � P 0 and Z(L0) at trivially on P 0=B, we have EP 0(P 0=B) �= EP 0(L0ss=B0ss):Lemma 9. Suppose that there exists a lift 'B of 'P 0 to G=B of degree dB.Then the orresponding redution �B : P1 ! '�P 0EP 0(L0ss=B0ss) is a Ramanathanredution of '�P 0EP 0(L0ss).



COMPARISON FORMULA FOR GROMOV-WITTEN INVARIANTS 7Proof. Any weight for L0ss de�nes a weight � for L0 in the span of the roots ofL0. Hene (�B ; �) = 0 and the line bundle '�BL(�) �= ��B'�P 0EP 0(�) is trivial. Thisimplies that �B is admissible. �Corollary 10. If there exists a lift 'B of 'P 0 to G=B of degree dB, then thebundle '�P 0EP 0(P 0=B) is trivial.Proof. By Lemma 9, Theorem 6 and Proposition 5. �Now we prove Theorem 3. The morphism (3) is an injetion. Indeed, byLemma 9 any lift 'B gives a Ramanathan redution of '�BEB(L0ss). A Ramanathanredution of the trivial bundle P1�L0ss is a onstant morphism P1 ! L0ss=B0ss, andis therefore spei�ed uniquely by its value at any point in P1. The dimension ofHomdB(G=B) isdim(HomdB(P1; G=B)) = dim(G=B) + (1(G=B); dB)= dim(G=B) + X�2R+(�; �B)= dim(G=P 0) + dim(P 0=B) + X�2R+rR+P 0(�; �B)= dim(G=P 0) + (1(G=P 0); dP 0) + dim(P 0=B)= dim(HomdP 0 (P1; G=P 0)) + dim(P 0=B):It follows that (3) is injetive. Sine the domain and odomain are smooth, irre-duible ([10℄,[18℄) and the same dimension, (3) is an open, dense immersion.Similarly, by Lemma 7, the morphism (4) is injetive on the image of (3). Thedomain and odomain have the same dimension, sinedim(HomdP 0 (P1; G=P 0)) = dim(G=P 0) + X�2R+P 0(�; �B)= dim(G=P 0) + X�2R+P (�; �B)�#R+PrR+P 0= dim(G=P ) + X�2R+P (�; �B)= dim(HomdP (P1; G=P )):Sine the varieties are smooth and irreduible, (4) is an open, dense immersion onan open subset, and therefore birational.Theorem 3 and Lemma 7 imply the following urious fat.Proposition 11. For general 'P 2 HomdP (P1; G=P ), the pull-bak '�P EP (L)is semistable if and only if �B is WP -�xed, that is, P = P 0.Example 3. Let G = SL(3; C ) and P = P!1 . Under the orrespondenebetween prinipal bundle and vetor bundles, the bundle EP (L) orresponds to Q�R. Sine (semi)stability is preserved by tensoring with line bundles, semistabilityof Q is equivalent to semistability of TP2. Therefore, a general degree dP morphism'P : P1 ! P2 has '�PTP2 semistable if and only if dP is even.



8 CHRISTOPHER T. WOODWARDNow we prove Theorem 2. Reall the maps �P 0=B ; �P=P 0 from (2). For anyu 2 W=WP , we have the identities(6) (�P=B)��u = �~u; �u = (�P=B)��~uwP :Composing with the projetion and ollapsing the unstable omponents produesmorphismshP 0=B : M0;n+1(G=B; dB)!M0;n+1(G=P 0; dP 0)�G=P 0 G=B;hP=P 0 : M0;n+1(G=P 0; dP 0)!M0;n+1(G=P; dP ):The existene of hP=P 0 is proved by the same arguments that onstrut the forgetfulmorphism f , see [6℄. Theorem 3 implies that these morphisms are birational. Let�1; �2 denote the projetions so that�1 � �2 : M0;n+1(G=P 0; dP 0)�G=P 0 G=B !M0;n+1(G=P 0; dP 0)�G=Bis the anonial inlusion. Let u0j 2 W=WP 0 denote the oset of ~uj . We denote bysupersript B objets, maps et. for G=B, and by P 0 those for G=P 0. From (6) andthe identities�P 0=B Æ eBi = eP 0i Æ �1 Æ hP 0=B ; fB = fP 0 Æ �1 Æ hP 0=Bit follows that for any w 2W ,(7) fB� ((eB1 )��~u1 � : : : � (eBn�1)��~un�1 � (eBn )��w)= fP 0� ((eP 01 )��u01 � : : : � (eP 0n�1)��u0n�1 � (eP 0n )�(�P 0=B)��w):In partiular,fB� ((eB1 )��~u1 � : : : � (eBn�1)��~un�1 � (eBn )��~unwP 0 ) = fP 0� ((eP 01 )��u01 � : : : � (eP 0n )��u0n):Taking the oeÆient of the point lass in H�(M0;n) givesh�u01 ; : : : ; �u0nidP 0 = h�~u1 ; : : : ; �~un�1 ; �~unwP 0 idB :A similar but easier argument shows h�u1 ; : : : �unidP = h�u01 ; : : : ; �u0nidP 0 ; whihompletes the proof. Referenes[1℄ M. F. Atiyah and R. Bott. The Yang-Mills equations over Riemann surfaes. Phil. Trans.Roy. So. London Ser. A, 308:523{615, 1982.[2℄ A. Bertram. Quantum Shubert alulus. Adv. Math., 128:289{305, 1997.[3℄ A. Bertram, I. Cioan-Fontanine, and W. Fulton. Quantum multipliation of Shur polyno-mials. J. Algebra, 219(2):728{746, 1999.[4℄ I. Cioan-Fontanine. On quantum ohomology rings of partial ag varieties. Duke Math. J.,98(3):485{524, 1999.[5℄ Sergey Fomin, Sergei Gelfand, and Alexander Postnikov. Quantum Shubert polynomials. J.Amer. Math. So., 10(3):565{596, 1997.[6℄ W. Fulton and R. Pandharipande. Notes on stable maps and quantum ohomology. In Alge-brai geometry|Santa Cruz 1995, pages 45{96. Amer. Math. So., Providene, RI, 1997.[7℄ W. Fulton and C. Woodward. On the quantum produt of Shubert lasses. J. AlgebraiGeom., 13(4):641{661, 2004.[8℄ A. Grothendiek. Sur la lassi�ation des �br�es holomorphes sur la sph�ere de Riemann. Amer.J. Math., 79:121{138, 1957.[9℄ J. E. Humphreys. Reetion groups and Coxeter groups. Cambridge University Press, Cam-bridge, 1990.
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